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Engineering Micropatterned Dry Adhesives: From Contact 
Theory to Handling Applications

René Hensel,* Karsten Moh, and Eduard Arzt

Reversible adhesion is the key functionality to grip, place, and release objects 
nondestructively. Inspired by nature, micropatterned dry adhesives are prom-
ising candidates for this purpose and have attracted the attention of research 
groups worldwide. Their enhanced adhesion compared to nonpatterned sur-
faces is frequently demonstrated. An important conclusion is that the contact 
mechanics involved is at least as important as the surface energy and chem-
istry. In this paper, the roles of the contact geometry and mechanical properties 
are reviewed. With a focus on applications, the effects of substrate roughness 
and of temperature variations, and the long-term performance of micropat-
terned adhesives are discussed. The paper provides a link between the current, 
detailed understanding of micropatterned adhesives and emerging applications.
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are designated for locomotion over various 
types of substrates, involving attachment 
and detachment within milliseconds.[1–5] It 
is of interest for evolutionary biologists that 
many foot pads are strikingly similar in mor-
phology: elongated fibrillar structures with 
aspect ratios ranging from 10 to 80 leading 
to terminal elements with very different 
shapes (Figure 1a and Figure 3).[6–9] For 
some animals such as the gecko, the adhe-
sive ability of their toe pads can be attributed 
to van der Waals interactions and, to some 
extent, to capillary forces.[10–15] In the gecko, 
the fibrillar pads are composed of millions 
of keratinous hairs (called setae) that branch 
into even finer terminal elements (spatulae) 

(Figure 1a).[16,17] Such a hierarchically organized structure results 
in a soft and compliant surface, which allows easy adaption to 
roughness at the expense of little strain energy and thus enhances 
adhesion.

More than 1000 reports published in the field of bioinspired 
dry adhesives over the last two decades reflect a considerable 
interest in resolving the underlying adhesion mechanisms, e.g., 
refs. [18–21]. Application-oriented publications were motivated 
by a strong interest in creating novel gripper devices and pick-
and-place systems (Figure 1b), e.g., refs. [18–20] and [22–24], 
climbing robots for terrestrial and extraterrestrial activities,[25–32] 
new gasket designs in microfluidics,[33,34] or novel solutions for 
biomedical applications.[35–38]

The present feature article aims to describe the path from 
fundamental considerations, including a detailed understanding 
of the relevant contact mechanics, to emerging applications. It 
is now known that the success of mimicking micropatterned 
dry adhesives critically depends on the interplay between design 
parameters, such as dimensions of the structure elements and 
the terminal tip-shape geometry, and the bulk and surface prop-
erties of the materials in contact. How these parameters control 
the adhesive performance of synthetic micropatterned adhesives 
is reviewed in Section 2. In Section 3, we report on the present 
state-of-the-art of resulting applications, including, e.g., concepts 
for switchability and the long-term performance of such struc-
tures. In Section 4, relevant operating conditions pertaining to 
substrate roughness and temperature are discussed. A sum-
mary and future perspectives conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. Principles of Adhesive Micropatterns

The governing principle of fibrillar dry adhesives rests on the 
observation that discrete or micropatterned surfaces typically 

Adhesion

1. Introduction

Adhesion—the mutual attraction of objects in contact—is a uni-
versal phenomenon exhibited by nearly all classes of matter. In 
the course of biological evolution, solutions for controlling adhe-
sion have evolved, e.g., for allowing organisms to temporarily 
or permanently attach to solids in various environments. Such 
natural solutions exist for standard ambient conditions, for high 
and low temperatures, for variable humidity and even for under-
water conditions. Transferring these concepts into engineering 
solutions is currently underway to create new mechanical 
devices, especially in the field of automation and robotics.

Reversible or switchable adhesives are of particular fascina-
tion for research groups worldwide. Reversibility enables repeated 
cycles of attachment and detachment without damaging the con-
tact between the adhering objects or the objects themselves. In 
nature, the most exciting examples of such reusable adhesives are 
the fibrillar foot pad organs of insects, spiders, and lizards. They 
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exhibit higher adhesion than unpatterned, flat adhesives [39,40]—
this is frequently referred to as the principle of contact splitting.[2] 
At first glance, this observation is counterintuitive since patterned 
surfaces create per se less contact area with a substrate. Conse-
quently, the adhesion force cannot simply scale in proportion with 
the contact area, even though adhesion is an interface-related phe-
nomenon. Two essential mechanical aspects, which are at the heart 
of theoretical contact mechanics, must be taken into account:[41,42]

•   Elastic strain penalty: an adhesive contact formed between 
two nonconforming elastic solids (i.e., those whose surfaces 
do not match perfectly) creates stored elastic strain energy in 
the bulk of the solids close to the contact area; this energy con-
tribution counteracts adhesion.

•   Nonuniform contact stresses: When the two adhering solids 
are pulled against each other, interfacial stresses evolve across 
the contact area. Due to edge effects and boundary conditions, 
the resulting stress distributions will include stress concen-
trations or singularities. Where such interfacial peak stresses 
exceed the adhesive interaction between the solids, cracks will 
initiate and cause detachment.

2.1. The Contact Splitting Effect

Research on contact splitting and its benefits for creating high per-
formance adhesives started in the early years of the millennium. 
The deduction that the strong gecko adhesion must be based on 
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intrinsically weak van der Waals interactions triggered numerous 
experimental and theoretical studies.[1] Arzt et al.[2] found a strong 
correlation between areal density of attachment hairs and body 
mass of animals as diverse as flies, beetles, spiders, and lizards. 
An interpretation of this correlation was sought within the frame-
work of the classical Johnson, Kendall, and Roberts (JKR) theory 
on adhesion of (hemi)spherical objects.[43] A tip radius, R, was 
assumed to scale in a self-similar manner with animal volume. 
The adhesion force deduced in this way was proportional to n R⋅ ,  
where n is the number of hairs resulting from splitting up the 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 28, 1800865

Figure 1. Micropatterned dry adhesives in nature and their transfer to 
synthetic handling solutions. a) The hierarchical adhesive structure of a 
gecko toe (Phlesuma nigristiata, left) containing hundreds of thousands of 
setae. Scanning electron image showing setae branching into finer spat-
ular structures (right). b) Scanning electron image of synthetic micropat-
terned adhesives shaped from an elastomeric polymer (left). Commercial 
robot equipped with a micropatterned adhesive demonstrating reversible 
adhesion for utilization in pick-and-place handling (right).
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contact. As the adhesion force scaled with a geometrical length 
(not an area), it was concluded that the adhesion stress (force per 
area R2) would progressively increase for smaller tips. An intuitive 
explanation for the contact splitting effects lies in a reduction of 
the elastic strain energy penalty for smaller contacts.[2]

The admittedly crude assumption of spherical contacts (see 
refs. [6,44], and [45]) was subsequently dropped and similar 
analyses for different contact shapes are available.[46] They find 
that, for different contact geometries, the pull-off force of a 
micropattern with n contacts, F′, is related to the pull-off force 
for a contact without splitting, F, by

F n Fs′ =  (1)

where the quantity s is called the “contact splitting efficiency.”
Important refinements were introduced by Hui et al., who 

analyzed the adhesion and the resulting contact splitting effect 
for cylindrical pillars, i.e., punches with a constant cross-section 
and a flat face in contact with a flat substrate.[41] In their work, 
they considered two extreme configurations, i.e., a rigid punch 
adhering to an elastic substrate and an elastic punch adhering to 
a rigid substrate. The former was shown to be related to Griffith’s 
theory of fracture mechanics,[47–49] but is not realistic in view of 
most experimental studies: micropatterned adhesives are usually 
made from soft elastic polymers (elastic modulus in the range of 
a few MPa), and typical substrates are much stiffer. In general, the 
adhesion performance of a flat punch will depend on the interfa-
cial stress distribution, which is in turn affected by the material 
properties and the frictional and boundary conditions.[50–52]

Here we reiterate the recent treatment, by the Cambridge 
group, of an elastic flat punch perfectly bonded to a rigid sub-
strate (no-slip condition). The asymptotic solutions for the 
normal stress component, σ22, and the shear stress component, 
σ12, near the edge are

0.505
22 1

12 1

H r

H r

σ
σ

=
=

λ

λ

−

−  (2)

where r is the radial distance from the edge of the punch, H1 
the intensity, and λ the order of the singularity.[52] The intensity 
of the singularity can be written in terms of the applied axial 
stress, σA, and the diameter of the punch, D, as

H a D1 Aσ= λ  (3)

where  0.278a =  (axisymmetric, 3D) and  0.331a =  (plane strain, 
2D), and λ = 0.406. For an axisymmetric punch, the normalized 
interfacial stress components near the edge (r → 0) are
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The interface cannot support the infinite stresses predicted 
by Equation (4) but a cohesive zone establishes at the edge. The 
failure of the cohesive zone results in crack initiation which, in 
turn, leads to crack growth and finally pull-off.

A detailed analysis of the interfacial fracture mechanics was 
recently published by Fleck et al.[53] When the cohesive zone 
size at crack initiation is small compared to the pillar diameter 
(l << D), the regime is described as “flaw-sensitive” and the situ-
ation is equivalent to an interface crack having a stress singu-
larity at its front. The stress field is characterized by the stress 
intensity factors, KI (Mode I crack) and KII (Mode II crack). 
Note that the detachment is dominated by tension and is 
therefore almost a Mode I phenomenon. The asymptotic inter-
facial stresses ahead of the crack are given by

2
and

2
22

I
12

IIK Kσ
πξ

σ
πξ

= =  (5)

where ξ is the distance from the crack tip as shown in Figure 2a. 
Based on the analysis of Khaderi et al.,[52] the stress intensity 
factors are given by

2.6 and 0.8I 1
0.094

II 1
0.094K H l K H l= =  (6)

where l is the crack length as shown in Figure 2a. At detach-
ment, the strain energy release rate is given as

1 2.82

I
2

II
2 A

0.81 0.19 2

E
K K

D l a

E
G

ν σ( )=
−

+ =  (7)

where E is the elastic modulus and ν is Poisson’s ratio, being 
0.5 in accordance with incompressibility. In equilibrium and 
assuming that the detachment is mainly Mode I, the energy 
release rate equals the thermodynamic work of adhesion, Wad. 
Hence, the maximum applied stress, σA,max, at detachment, 
which is referred to as the pull-off stress, σp, is predicted to be 
given by

2.16
p

ad

0.406 0.094

E W

D l
σ =

⋅  (8)

Inspection of Equation (8) provides the scaling of the pull-off 
stress with the diameter of the flat punch in the flaw sensitive 
regime: a thinner punch provides better the adhesion in line 
with our previous experiments with systematically varying pillar 
diameters (Figure 2b). The power law obtained from the experi-
ment is in accordance with the predicted scaling of −0.406.

For the flaw-sensitive regime (l << D), Equation (8) further 
states that the size of initial (short) crack does not significantly 
affect the resulting pull-off stress, because of ~p

0.094lσ − . This 
is a consequence of the rapidly diminishing stress as the crack 
advances along the stress singularity. This result is of practical 
interest, as imperfections at the punch edges cannot be avoided 
in fabrication,[54] but are predicted to have a minor impact on 
the adhesion strength. The adhesion strength further scales, 
as expected from fracture mechanics, with the square root of 
the elastic modulus, i.e., stiffer punches adhere better to a rigid 
substrate than softer ones.

It must be noted that there is a limit at which the pull-off 
stress ceases to be flaw sensitive. When the diameter of the 
punch approximately equals the extent of the cohesive zone, the 
cohesive stress dominates. Then detachment occurs as a cohe-
sive failure, i.e., simultaneously at a critical separation distance 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 28, 1800865
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without crack formation and propagation.[41,55] Another limita-
tion is that the analysis is based on complete contact between 
two perfectly smooth solids. As soon as surface roughness is 
involved, a tradeoff will appear between surface minimiza-
tion by contact formation and strain energy build-up induced 
by deformation of the surface asperities; in such a case, softer 
punches will perform better than stiffer ones.[56,57]

In addition to the pull-off stress required for detachment, 
the work necessary to separate two adhering solids is an 
important parameter to fully characterize the adhesion perfor-
mance.[41,55,58,59] Splitting of an adhesive contact leads to an 
extrinsic contribution to the work of separation due to abrupt 
blunting of a crack when an individual pillar detaches.[41,60] 
This means that the concentrated stress field is then redistrib-
uted over a zone greater than the dimensions of the pillar. For 
ongoing detachment, a crack must be reinitiated at the next 
pillar (“crack trapping”). The elastic strain energy, U, stored in 
a single pillar is

U
E

D L
2

A
2

2σ π=  (9)

where L is the length of the pillar. This energy is dissipated 
during pull-off. In addition, the free energy required to create 
a new surface is related to the thermodynamic work of adhe-
sion, Wad. Consequently, the work of separation, Wsep, required 
to debond a punch from a substrate is

W D
E

L Wp

2
sep

2
2

adπ
σ

= +






 (10)

where σp is the pull-off stress. Inspection of Equation (10) 
indicates that, to significantly enhance the work of separation, 
the condition  2p

2
adL E Wσ  must be met. Therefore, the elastic 

modulus should be small, the pillars long and their individual 
pull-off stresses high. This theoretical concept holds also true 
for more complex geometries such as film-terminated pillar 
arrays[61,62] or subsurface microchannels.[63] In such specimens, 
the effective modulus can be tuned by structural features and, 
thereby, crack trapping and the compliance of the adhesive 
contact can be controlled.

For the rational design of micropatterned adhesives, 
Spolenak et al.[64] and Greiner et al.[65] proposed design maps 
that predict the optimal pillar geometry as functions of their 
elastic properties and structural parameters (Figure 2c). The 
maps include limits such as cohesive strength, agglomeration or 
clustering of pillars, and an upper limit for the pull-off strength. 
Maps for different contact geometries can be quite complex and 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 28, 1800865

Figure 2. Elastic flat punch adhering to a smooth, rigid substrate. 
a) A linear-elastic flat punch (cylindrical pillar) is attached to a rigid 
half-space, with a remote tensile stress, σA, applied to the top of the 
punch. The inset illustrates a short crack (l << D) embedded within the 
domain of singularity.[52,53] b) Experimental pull-off stress as a function of 
pillar diameter reported in ref. [39]. A sapphire sphere with radius, R, of 
2.5 mm was used. The preload was varied between 0.5 (black) to 1.5 mN 
(blue). The dashed lines represent linear fits with a linear slope of −0.4,  

representing the power law according to Equation (8). c) Adhesion design 
map for an array of flat punch structures with a packing density of 10%. 
The blue shaded line indicates the criterion of fiber fracture, the red shaded 
line the ideal contact strength. The limit of fiber condensation is indicated 
by the cyan lines and the adaptability by green ones. The black lines are 
contours of equal apparent contact strength. The dashed line (orange) 
is the ‘‘conode.” Its intersection with the ideal contact strength criterion 
indicates optimum parameters and is highlighted with a red circle. For the 
calculations, the characteristic length of surface interactions was 0.2 nm, 
the adhesion energy was 0.05 J m−2, and the effective elastic modulus was 
1 MPa. (c) Reproduced with permission.[65] Copyright 2009, Elsevier.
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may, for this reason, not have received the attention they deserve 
for the optimization of micropatterned adhesives.

The contact splitting principle exhibits further practically 
important aspects. For example, the effective contact stiffness 
of a micropatterned adhesive is smaller compared to unpat-
terned, monolithic adhesives. This larger compliance of the 
contact can lead to an enhanced contact area to rough surfaces 
or curved objects accompanied with a reduced strain energy 
penalty.[66–68] Moreover, high aspect ratio pillars tend to be 
mechanically uncoupled, which means that elastic distortions 
of an individual pillar (e.g., due to an asperity) do not affect 
adjacent pillars. However, the adhesion of micropatterned adhe-
sives to rough substrates is subject to certain limitations such 
as pillar condensation or clumping,[65,69] which can in principle 
be avoided by the implementation of hierarchical levels.[68,70]

A practical aspect limiting the reliability and longevity of 
micropatterned adhesives is the deterioration of adhesion in 
the presence of dirt or dust. A self-cleaning capability would be 
advantageous but requires that the fibrils are made from non-
tacky materials. For contaminated gecko toe pads consisting 
of β-keratin, Hansen and Autumn demonstrated recovery of 
the adhesion strength upon a few steps on a clean substrate.[71] 
The effect relies on the higher adhesion of the dirt particles on 
the substrate compared to the adhesion on the individual fibrils. 
Clemente et al. performed similar studies with insects and 
compared the self-cleaning capability of fibrillar and smooth 
adhesives pads.[72] Hairy pads were found to recover two to ten 
times faster than smooth pads. It was further argued that self-
cleaning is supported by shear movements to wipe off contami-
nations.[72,73] In this context, a saving grace of micropatterned 
adhesives is their higher defect tolerance: partial pollution or 
damage of individual fibers does not necessarily impact the 
overall performance because crack trapping mechanisms are 
still in place in the intact areas.[42,74] This is in contrast to unpat-
terned adhesives, where local defects of a critical size can grow 
throughout the contact area without arresting.

2.2. Design of Contact Geometry: Mushroom  
and Funnel-Shaped Tips

The previous section demonstrates that the interfacial 
mechanics is at least as important as surface chemistry for 
understanding adhesion of micropatterns. This explains why, 
as has been realized early on in the observation of natural adhe-
sive surfaces,[6,75] the details of the contact geometry play a key 
role in optimizing adhesion performance. The dock beetle, for 
example, exhibits fibrils on its adhesive pad with tip geometries 
ranging from conical, spatula-shaped to mushroom-shaped 
(Figure 3). Bullock and Federle found that the adhesion strongly 
differs for each type of fibril: The highest pull-off forces were 
obtained for mushroom-shaped tips, characterized by a gradual 
widening toward the tip face.[45]

Even without a full understanding of the mechanisms 
involved, mushroom-shaped tips have subsequently been 
used as a blueprint for many synthetic structures.[76–78] In 
several experiments, it was demonstrated that a mushroom-
shaped pillar can enhance the pull-off stress by up to one 
order of magnitude over flat punch pillars.[40,79–82] Because 
of the re-entrant geometry, such structures are however not 
straight forward to fabricate. One possibility is to modify the 
tips of previously manufactured (straight) pillar structures by 
a dipping process:[78,83–85] droplets of a liquid prepolymer are 
squeezed between the pillar face and a substrate to form a 
meniscus on each pillar. The prepolymer is then cross-linked 
to form a stable contact region. The process works for most 
materials with nonvolatile prepolymers, such as polydimethyl-
siloxanes or polyurethanes. The formation and final geometry 
of the mushroom tip depends mainly on the wettability of the 
substrate and the pillar surface, the volume of the droplet, and 
the shrinkage during cross-linking. As an alternative approach, 
master structures representing a negative of the complete 
structure of the mushroom pillar can be used for replication 
(see, e.g., Figure 4c).

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 28, 1800865

Figure 3. Adhesive pad morphology of male dock beetle G. viridula. a) Scanning electron image of three tarsal pads of the hind leg consisting of 
different fibril shapes. b–d) Adhesive fibrillar hairs with different terminal contact elements: b) spatula, c) mushroom, d) conical. e) In vivo single hair 
measurements. Pull-off forces for the three seta types. The plot shows medians (center lines), interquartile ranges (boxes), and the largest and smallest 
values (whiskers). All panels reproduced with permission.[45] Copyright 2011, Springer.
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The mechanistic understanding of the improved adhesion of 
mushroom-shaped fibrils has been a focus of research attention 
in recent years. A significant discovery is related to the distribu-
tion of normal stresses inside the contact area. Flat punches in 
adhesive contact with a rigid substrate invariably exhibit stress 
singularities at their edges, at least for experimentally relevant 
conditions of finite interfacial friction and differing Poisson 
ratios (Figure 4).[86] For fibrils with mushroom shape, it is 
generally found that the magnitude of the edge singularity is 
greatly reduced, whereas the stresses at the center of the con-
tact simultaneously increase.[86–89] The actual stress distribu-
tion (Figure 4a,b), however, varies strongly with the geometry 
of the tip. As a result of the simulations, low edge stresses are 
favored in wide but thin mushroom flaps (large Df and small h 
in Figure 4a).

Some of these theoretical predictions have been veri-
fied experimentally, at least in a qualitative sense. A recently 
established method that allows high spatial control in the 
generation of micropatterned surfaces is two-photon lithog-
raphy, which enables 3D patterning with a resolution down 
to 300 nm.[90] Using this method, we fabricated mushroom-
shaped pillars with 1 and 5 µm thick flaps, while keeping all 
other dimensions constant (Figure 4c). The structures with 
the thinner flaps exhibited pull-off stress that were higher, by 
a factor of 4, than the thicker flaps.[87] However, there exists a 

practical limit beyond which very thin and wide mushroom 
flaps become mechanically unstable.

An alternate design introduced recently are funnel-
shaped microstructures (Figure 5).[91] Here, the flaps are 
conically arranged, which improves their mechanical sta-
bility (Figure 5a). These structures were again generated 
by two-photon lithography. In adhesion tests on single fea-
tures, a characteristic behavior was identified: Upon initial 
contact, the flexible flaps deform readily as is expressed in a 
shallow slope of the compressive loading curve (Figure 5b). 
At this stage, the bending of the flaps efficiently accom-
modates surface irregularities and even small misalign-
ments between structure and substrate. The next stage is 
axial compression of whole structure, which is reflected in a 
higher elastic slope. After stress reversal, exceptionally high 
adhesion values of up to 5.6 MPa (with respect to the real 
contact area) were measured for single structures. This value 
is at least an order higher than previously reported results 
for van der Waals-based reversible adhesion. It was found to 
be hardly affected by ambient air pressure, which rules out 
suction as an essential contributor to adhesion. We hypothe-
size that the outstanding performance is due to an increased 
real contact as a result of the large-scale deformation and 
that the interfacial stress distribution is more conducive 
to adhesion in these structures; however, a satisfactory  

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 28, 1800865

Figure 4. Flat punch versus mushroom structures in analysis and experiment. a) A linear-elastic flat punch (left) and mushroom structure (right) 
attached to a rigid half-space, with a remote tensile stress, σA. The lines show the normalized tensile stresses σ22/σA and σ22/σI, where σI is the average 
stress along the structure–substrate interface for varying flap thickness, h. (a,b) Reproduced with permission.[87] Copyright 2016, Elsevier. Note the shift 
from detrimental singular edge stresses in the flat punch to lower edge stresses at the edge of the mushroom flaps. b) Normalized tensile stress σ22/σA 
and σ22/σI along the structure–substrate interface from (a) plotted in log–log scale. The slope of −0.406 represents the asymptotic solution of the edge 
singularity for an elastic flat punch adhering to a rigid substrate, see also Equation (8).[52] The magnitude of the singularity decreases with decreasing 
h, whereas the center stress increases (trends highlighted by arrows). Reproduced with permission.[87] Copyright 2016, Elsevier. c) Scanning electron 
images of mushroom structure arrays generated via two-photon lithography and subsequent molding into polydimethylsiloxane. Pull-off stresses follow 
the trend predicted by the simulation. The values were calculated by dividing the pull-off force by the apparent contact area.
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theoretical picture is not yet available. Another current limi-
tation is that it remains yet to be seen how these structures 
perform as large arrays.

2.3. Composite Structures

In addition to contact geometry, the material properties of a 
pillar structure can be modified to modulate adhesion. The 
ladybug, as an example from nature, exhibits adhesive fibrils 
with an axial gradient of the elastic modulus. From the stalk 
to the tip, the elastic modulus decreases by three orders of 
magnitude, from 7 GPa to ≈1 MPa.[92] Similarly, the smooth 
adhesive pads of stick insects exhibit an elastic gradient, termi-
nating in 200 nm thick and ≈10 kPa soft epicuticular layers.[93] 
Making contacts softer while keeping stalks stiff has two major 
advantages: First, the tips adhere better to rough surfaces due 
to reduced elastic strain energy expended. And second, stiff 
stalks maintain the mechanical stability of the microstructure 
avoiding agglomeration and clustering. Gorb and Filippov 

further demonstrated that this holds true even for high aspect 
ratio pillars adhering to rough substrates.[69]

First synthetic adhesives with such a “composite” struc-
ture were reported by Murphy et al.[94] They fabricated tilted 
pillar structures and added soft mushroom tips via dipping 
as described in Section 2.2. It was demonstrated that softer 
tips could improve both the adhesion and the friction perfor-
mance. Using a similar approach, Bae et al. added softer tips 
to a prepatterned array and demonstrated improved adhesion 
to skin.[36] Minsky and Turner performed experiments and 
simulations using composite posts with a stiff core and a soft 
shell.[95,96] Very thin soft tip layers were again found to promise 
the best adhesion enhancements for smooth substrates.

Balijepalli et al. theoretically investigated the interfacial 
stress distribution of composite pillars with stiff stalks termi-
nated by soft tip layers.[97] The design parameters investigated 
were the thickness of the soft tip layer, the ratio of the elastic 
moduli, and the curvature of the interface between the two 
materials (Figure 6). The pull-off strength values were pre-
dicted to increase for thinner layers and larger modulus ratios 
in accordance with experimental results on model structures 
(Figure 6a).[98] For all elastic modulus ratios, a thinner layer 
resulted in a decreased magnitude of the edge stress singu-
larity, whereas the stress at the center was increased related to 
a “confinement” effect.[99,100] Furthermore, the increment of the 
energy release rate during detachment varied with the extent of 
confinement. This means that with decreasing film thickness 
(i.e., larger degree of confinement), the detachment mecha-
nism changes from unstable growth of edge cracks to more 
stable growth of finger-like or center cracks.[98–100] It should be 
noted that the effect due to confinement of the soft terminal 
layer depends strongly on material compressibility (i.e., Pois-
son’s ratio).[99] The curvature of the interface was found to 
strongly affect the tensile stress distribution along the pillar-
substrate interface, particularly for very thin films. The simula-
tions indicate that higher curvatures lead to enhanced tensile 
stresses at the center; this is in harmony with the experiments, 
in which a transition from edge to center crack detachment was 
observed.[98] In addition, composite structures exhibited similar 
adhesion in the presence of finite substrate roughness, whereas 
adhesion dropped by more than 50% for a flat punch pillar 
(Figure 6c). As almost all objects exhibit surface roughness on 
a scale relevant for van der Waals interactions, this concept may 
be an important step toward practical applicability of micro-
patterned dry adhesives.

2.4. Directional Adhesives

Micropatterned adhesives that adhere or detach in a preferred 
direction in the plane of the surface, are often referred to as 
directional adhesives (Figure 7). This topic has been exten-
sively reviewed by others so we will only highlight some fun-
damental working principles.[17,101–104] In nature, directionality 
allows for fast locomotion. Most animals having fibrillar adhe-
sives utilize enhanced shear adhesion or frictional adhesion 
by pulling their adhesive pads toward their body; to detach 
by, the fibrils are pushed away from the body to initiate 
peeling (Figure 7a). The adhesive pads consist of fibrils tilted 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 28, 1800865

Figure 5. Funnel-shaped microstructures proposed as a new design. 
a) Scanning electron image of funnel-shaped microstructures fabri-
cated using two-photon lithography and subsequent replication into 
poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate. b) Typical force–displacement curve: 
The compressive loading curve (positive force) comprises two parts with 
different slopes corresponding to bending of the flaps transitioning into 
compression of the whole structure. The unloading curve (negative force 
values) terminates at a maximal tensile force, indicating pull-off. Adhe-
sion is exceptionally high and surpasses all published data. Reproduced 
with permission.[91] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH.
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in a direction opposite to the pulling direction (Figure 7b,c). 
Experiments have demonstrated that the friction of a pillar 
array with tilted pillar structures strongly depends on the 
loading direction and the tilt angle of the fibers. The friction in 
direction of tilted fibers can be up to 100% higher than against 
the tilt direction.[19,94,105–108]

Moreover, directionality of micropatterned adhesives without 
any predefined tilt of the structures can be introduced by non-
symmetric pillar designs, in order to control the contact area in 
a friction experiment for instance (Figure 7d,e).[108–110] Modifi-
cation of the tip shape provides another playground for direc-
tionality without the need of tilted structures. Inspired by the 
gecko, spatula shaped tip geometries have been put forward as 
a promising concept for directional synthetic micropatterned 
adhesives.[40,111,112] Sameoto and Menon introduced a method 
to precisely control the offset between the pillar and the spatula 
tip and found that the amount of cap size overhang controls 
the peel strength.[113] Another concept for directional adhesives 
is the implementation of defects at the tip faces that act as 

starter cracks and, therefore, initiate the delamination during 
pulling.[114,115]

3. Applications

3.1. Climbing and Crawling Robots

The substantial knowledge and understanding obtained over 
the last decade have enabled the initial transfer of the biolog-
ical inspiration into specific applications (Figure 8). An exciting 
field is the design of crawling and climbing robots equipped 
with micropatterned adhesives for locomotion in terrestrial and 
extraterrestrial use (Figure 8d).[32,116,117] ABIGAILLE is a robot 
developed by Menrva lab of Simon Fraser University, where 
six legs equipped with mushroom-shaped dry adhesives can 
adhere to a vertical surface and detach via a peeling motion to 
climb a surface.[25,118,119] The Cutkosky lab at Stanford Univer-
sity has developed robots a few centimeters in size based on 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 28, 1800865

Figure 6. Composite structures in analysis and experiment. a) A composite structure with E2 < E1 adhered to a rigid half-space. For a remote tensile stress, 
σA, the normalized tensile stress distribution, σ22/σA, is shown for different confinement ratios, t/D, at constant elastic modulus ratio, E1/E2 = 106  
(left) and for different elastic modulus ratios, E1/E2, at constant confinement of the soft terminal layer, t/D = 0.1 (right). Reproduced with permission.[97] 
Copyright 2017, Elsevier. b) Power spectral density in terms of the wave vector for two glass substrates designated as “smooth” and “rough”. Reproduced 
with permission.[155] Copyright 2017, IOP. c) Pull-off stress as a function of surface roughness and pillar design. The values were calculated by dividing 
the pull-off force by the real contact area of a single pillar. Composite pillars with hemispherical interface soft/stiff show higher adhesion and lower 
sensitivity to roughness than flat punch pillars. Tests performed at different preloads: 50 mN (white bars) and 150 mN (hatched bars). Reproduced 
with permission.[98] Copyright 2017, the Authors. Published by ACS.
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directional shear adhesives, called microTugs.[27,28] These robots 
stick to the surface while pulling a multiple of their own weight. 
In the same lab, the StickyBot has been developed.[26,29] Its four 
legs, mimicking the hierarchical assembly of the gecko foot, are 

optimized for shear adhesion to vertical walls. The StickyBot 
can climb smooth surfaces at a speed of several cm/s and could 
be potentially used for inspection, maintenance, surveillance or 
disaster relief.

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 28, 1800865

Figure 8. Some applications of micropatterned dry adhesives. a) Reversible pick-and-place handling of fragile silicon wafers using mechanical actuation 
(for details, see Figure 9). b) Pick-and place of curved objects using air-pressure actuated systems. Reproduced with permission.[24] Copyright 2017, 
National Academy of Sciences and rightmost panel reproduced with permission.[123] Copyright 2014, Wiley. c) Gripper equipped with directional adhesive 
(see Figure 7c) for frictional adhesion. Reproduced with permission.[122] Copyright 2015, IEEE. d) Examples for climbing and crawling robots equipped 
with micropatterned adhesives: ABIGAILLE climbs smooth vertical walls; microTugs pulls payloads much larger than its own mass. Reproduced with 
permission.[119] Copyright 2014, Elsevier and Reproduced with permission.[27] Copyright 2015, IEEE.

Figure 7. Directional adhesives. a) Typical setup for testing anisotropic frictional adhesion induced by tilted pillars. Reproduced with permission.[94] 
Copyright 2007, Taylor & Francis. b) Electron image of tilted fibrils with angled mushroom tips. Reproduced with permission.[105] Copyright 2009, Wiley. 
c) The contact area and, therefore, adhesion of microwedges are enhanced on applying shear load, Ft. Reproduced with permission.[169] Copyright 2015. 
The Royal Society Publishing. d,e) Electron images of straight micropillars with steps at the tip faces for directed gripping and releasing. (d) Reproduced 
with permission.[115] Copyright 2016, ACS. (e) Reproduced with permission.[108] Copyright 2014, Wiley.
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3.2. Pick-and-Place Handling

Another field of application is the handling of objects and com-
ponents in production lines. Pick-and-place devices typically 
rely on temporary adhesion based on mechanical gripping, suc-
tion, electric, or electromagnetic devices. The recent progress in 
research and development of micropatterned adhesives reveals 
that such a technology could be an alternative to the existing 
ones. Pick-and-place of objects was demonstrated by several 
groups: Examples range from handling of fragile objects such 
as silicon wafers or thin glass sheets,[22,23,120] micro-objects such 
as silicon platelets,[96,121] to 3D objects such as curved objects or 
bags (Figure 8a–c).[24,122,123]

In our group, a six-axis robot equipped with micropatterned 
adhesives has demonstrated the handling of fragile objects such 
as wafers, screen glasses, lenses, and paper (Figure 9a). Such 
a handling platform is highly energy-efficient, as the actuation 
does not require external energy, and works virtually silently. It 
may revolutionize advanced handling solutions, where suction 
devices and mechanical grippers are beginning to face insur-
mountable limits.

To reliably grip and release objects, the key is the switch-
ability between an adhesive and a nonadhesive state. An ele-
gant mechanical approach is to control the compressive load 
applied to the adhesive structures: In the attachment phase, 
a small preload is sufficient to create contact and adhesion to 
the object; to initiate release, a compressive overload induces 
an elastic instability due to buckling of the pillars and creates a 
nonadhesive state (Figure 9b,c).[20,124–127] Such a load-controlled 
stimulus represents a reliable strategy and is easy to implement 
into industrial robotic systems. Building on this concept, Yagüe 
and Kroner developed multistep switchable adhesives.[128] 
Here, pillar structures of various lengths allowed for tuning 
of the pull-off force. At low preload, only long pillars formed 
contacts with the object, resulting in a low pull-off force; at 
higher preload, all pillars were brought in contact, giving a 
high pull-off force. Additional further loading again induced 
buckling and release. Different strategies are feasible to control 
the adhesion performance by varying the actual contact area. 
Established concepts to bend pillars are temperature variation 
in combination with trained shape memory polymers[129,130] or 
shape memory alloys as a backing layer.[131] In addition, mag-
netic fields or UV light can trigger the bending of pillars with 
incorporated magnetic or light sensitive components.[132–135]

3.3. Long-Term Performance

Pick-and-place involves the repeated contact and deforma-
tion of the micropatterned features, raising questions about 
the durability of the microstructures. Only few long-term 
tests are available that provide information on the resistance 
against cyclic loading, the material degradation and the con-
tamination of structures with increasing number of contact 
events. The results of such a long-term test are displayed in 
Figure 10. An adhesive structure (here made from Sylgard 184, 
Dow Corning, USA) repeatedly picked up and released a metal 
plate. Following predefined numbers of cycles, the pull-off 
stress was repeatedly measured (Figure 10a). We found that the 

micropatterned adhesive could go through numerous pick-and-
place cycles before a degradation of its adhesive performance 
was noticeable. In this particular case, a decrease of pull-off 
stress was observed after about 10 000 cycles. Subsequent scan-
ning electron microscopy revealed that this was related to a deg-
radation of the material, particularly due to cracks that appeared 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 28, 1800865

Figure 9. Demonstration of switchable adhesion for pick-and-place han-
dling. a) Six-axis robot equipped with micropatterned dry adhesive dem-
onstrating handling of fragile screen glasses. b) Switching of the adhesion 
strength by fiber reorientation. Side-view observations of micropillars 
in a scanning electron microscope simulating a pick-and-place cycle. 
Sequence starts with contact formation leading to an adhesive state 
(“pick,” left). Compressive overload results in bending and buckling of 
micropillars, facilitating detachment (center). Release of the substrate 
in a nonadhesive state (“place,” right). Reproduced with permission.[20] 
Copyright 2011, Elsevier. c) Force–displacement curves for “pick” and 
“place.” The hysteresis in the compressive preload is related to the non-
linear buckling of the microstructures. Reproduced with permission.[128] 
Coypright 2015, Wiley-VCH.
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in the contact area (Figure 10b,c). In addition, residues of free 
oligomers or silicone oils were detected on the substrate. This 
result was not unexpected, as Sylgard 184 is known to contain 
these components.[136] The durability of micropatterned adhe-
sives will depend on the loading conditions and the details of 
the handling process; under other circumstances, reliable han-
dling up to more than 500 000 cycles was recorded. Further 
work needs to be done to identify the governing degradation 
mechanisms and to identify appropriate counter measures.

In general, the long-term performance will be strongly 
related to the material selection. Material properties determine 
the durability against mechanical degradation such as wear 
and fatigue. Material formulations should be carefully chosen 
to avoid volatile compounds, fillers, and liquids not bound 
to the network, and other easy to release components. Stiffer 
materials are less sensitive to contamination by particles and 
dust because they are usually less sticky and therefore easier to 
clean.[137] A balance between this sensitivity and the adhesive 
performance will have to be found to optimize these structures.

4. Operating Conditions

Over the last two decades, synthetic micropatterned adhesives 
have nearly exclusively been optimized for smooth surfaces 

and have been mostly tested under controlled conditions such 
as room temperature and constant relative humidity. However, 
these conditions may strongly vary for potential applications in 
a real production environment.

4.1. Surface Roughness

Surface roughness is a well-known opponent of adhesion. 
Roughness is therefore an essential determinant limiting adhe-
sion of current micropatterned adhesives and, hence, the max-
imum lifting force.[70,138–144] An increase in roughness leads to 
larger distances over which the van der Waals interactions have 
to act because the adhesive does not completely conform to the 
surface topography.[145] As a consequence, the contact area at 
which the interactions contribute to adhesion is much smaller 
than the apparent area.[146–148] In addition, the adhesive stores 
higher elastic strain energies at the contact zone, which also 
counteracts adhesion.[56,149–152] To improve adhesion, higher 
preload and, in case of viscoelastic materials, longer contact 
times can help to enlarge the adhesive contact area.[153,154]

The size of surface features on a rough surface often varies 
from atomic to micron or even millimeter scale; hence rough-
ness can only be described by statistical parameters. In a 
recent review, Jacobs et al. discuss the importance of the power 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 28, 1800865

Figure 10. Long-term simulation of pick-and-place cycles. a) Pull-off stress as a function of the number of attachment–detachment cycles. The stresses 
were normalized by the pull-off stress obtained in the first cycle. Error bars represent the standard deviation determined from three tests. b,c) Scanning 
electron images of the micropatterned adhesives related to the adhesion measurements. c) Insets show the morphological variation of an individual 
pillar face with increasing number of cycles.
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spectral density (PSD) as an accurate mathematical tool to quan-
titatively describe the surface topography (see Figure 6b).[155] A 
PSD contains all statistical information on spatial frequencies 
in the signal unaffected by the characterization method. Several 
contact mechanics models exist for computing the adhesive 
properties of rough interfaces. All of them can use the PSD as 
an input, regardless of whether the entire PSD is used as in 
Persson’s theory[156,157] or whether scalar quantities calculated 
from the PSD such as the root-mean-square (RMS) height, the 
RMS slope or the RMS curvature are employed.[147,148,158,159] 
In any case, the measurement and calculation of accurate, 
reliable PSDs of real-world surfaces is most important for prac-
tical applications.[155]

In contrast to unpatterned adhesives, micropatterned or 
fibrillar adhesives exhibit features with lateral (horizontal) 
dimensions. Therefore, RMS or the mean peak-to-valley profile 
roughness is not sufficient to characterize adhesion; RMS slope 
or mean distance parameters should be considered instead. 
In a recent study by Barreau et al., the pillar diameter and 
the height of micropatterned adhesives were varied systemati-
cally (Figure 11a).[68] From this, a first strategy for dealing with 
surface roughness has emerged: For the best adhesion perfor-
mance, the pillar diameter should be small to take advantage 
of the contact splitting effect as discussed in Section 2.1. How-
ever, the pillar diameter D should not be smaller than the mean 
spacing between local peaks, S, on the substrate. When D > S, 
the structures undergo only small elastic deformations during 
contact formation. By contrast, when D < S, bending and buck-
ling events cannot be avoided, which store more energy, reduce 
the contact area, therefore, lead to nonadhesive characteris-
tics (Figure 11b). To obtain the highest compliance, the pillars 
should be as long as possible without jeopardizing stability of 
the structures.

4.2. Temperature

Another critical issue in developing useful adhesives is the 
elevated operating temperature in many industrial applica-
tions. The challenge lies in the fact that mechanical properties 
of polymers can vary drastically with temperature. Elastomers, 
which are mainly used for making micropatterned adhesives, 
exhibit strong temperature dependencies when passing the 
glass transition temperature, Tg. At Tg, the molecular mobility 
changes from a glassy state (T < Tg) to a flexible rubber state 
(T > Tg), accompanied by a strong decrease of the elastic 
modulus. Even within the glassy and the rubber states, the 
mechanical properties may not be constant and, particularly in 
copolymers, more than one glass transition temperature can be 
present. Consequently, the elastic modulus is a complex func-
tion of temperature, which alters the pull-off stress and the 
work of separation (see Equations (8) and (10)). For viscoelastic 
materials, the viscoelastic loss factor exhibits a maximum at 
Tg. Hence, large amounts of energy are dissipated at Tg as was 
demonstrated by Zosel for pressure sensitive adhesives.[160–162] 
However, the adhesion performance is not a simple func-
tion of temperature in general: for an ideal contact situation, 
the higher modulus below Tg can enhance the pull-off stress 
(see Equation (8)) while preventing intimate contact formation, 

particularly on a rough surface. Conversely, contact formation 
may be improved above Tg but the lower modulus can at the 
same time reduce the adhesion.[163–165] Recently, Barreau et al. 
demonstrated that adhesion is enhanced by the combination 
of viscoelasticity and surface micropatterning.[166] In accord-
ance with earlier reports, the glass transition temperature was 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 28, 1800865

Figure 11. Adhesion of micropatterned adhesives to rough substrates. 
a) “Adhesive” and “nonadhesive” regimes for polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS) pillar arrays on a rough glass substrate (mean peak-to-valley 
distance, Rz = 5.8 µm, and a mean spacing between adjacent peaks, 
S = 12.8 µm). The plot represents the effect of pillar diameter and length 
H on pull-off stress. Dotted line: Pull-off stress of an unpatterned sample. 
The pull-off stresses were calculated by dividing the pull-off force by the 
apparent contact area. (b) Hypothetical contact mechanisms in the 
adhesive and nonadhesive regimes: Schematic of a micropatterned array 
pressed onto a rough substrate. Insets represent the partial contact and 
a complex strain field at the pillar faces found to occur in both regimes 
(inset left). Additionally, bending and buckling of pillars can occur in 
the nonadhesive regime (inset right). Reproduced with permission.[68] 
Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH.
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identified as the temperature of highest work of separation. In 
summary, the operating temperature will strongly affect mate-
rial selection and technical design of polymeric micropatterned 
adhesive devices.

5. Summary and Perspectives

Dry adhesion of micropatterned polymeric surfaces has reached 
a mature state of understanding over the last decade. Adhesion 
performance is primarily controlled by mechanical aspects rather 
than merely by surface energy and chemistry. As a consequence, 
the design of the contact geometry and the material properties 
are key to the creation of high-performance micropatterned adhe-
sives. Based on a contact mechanics approach, the fundamentals 
of the contact splitting principle and an analysis of the scaling 
law in adhesion were presented. Optimization of the adhesion 
behavior requires the avoidance of excessive stress concentra-
tions in the interface, for which two strategies were described: 
1) mushroom-shaped structures, as developed by several groups 
over the last decade, represent a proven strategy to improve the 
adhesion strength; and 2) composite and 3) funnel-shaped micro-
structures are more recent concepts offering similar benefits for 
adhesion. The introduction of asymmetric features can provide a 
directionality of adhesive properties with a favorable detachment 
direction for easy release, which is a unique feature of micropat-
terned adhesives compared to unpatterned adhesives.

Micropatterned adhesives offer novel solutions for rough sub-
strates and under changing temperature conditions. The concept 
thus offers great potential for engineering a new generation of 
handling devices. The rising demand for such a new technology 
brings with it several open questions related to specific applica-
tions, such as reliability and long-term durability. The feasibility 
of large-scale fabrication has recently been demonstrated by 
roll-to-roll fabrication in the groups of Kwak and co-workers and 
Jeong and co-workers.[167,168] In this way, the universal phenom-
enon of adhesion will, through modulation by micropatterning, 
very likely be exploited in numerous future applications.
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